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Suzanne Viscomi, Dedicated to Red Bank, Announces her Candidacy for Red Bank 

Council  

Running without a slate, to continue her dedication to non-partisan 

 
(Red Bank, NJ. — March1, 2023) — Suzanne Viscomi announced today her candidacy for Red 
Bank Borough Council, currently the only certified independent candidate on the ballot running 
without a slate or group. Viscomi, a 20-year resident is no stranger to the community serving on 
the Red Bank Borough Board of Education (RBBBoE) for over 12 years, as well as the Red 
Bank Public Library Board and Animal Welfare committee. As treasurer for the library and 
finance chair for the RBBBoE, Viscomi has played a key role in budget planning by ensuring 
fiscal responsibility for the borough’s largest budget. Her understanding of public sector 
budgeting and planning is enriched by her 25+ year career as an accountant and CFO. 
 
“There are hard decisions to be made between needs and wants; this is a pivotal time in Red 
Bank to elect a council that will represent the entire town and work together.  My experiences 
will be helpful by understanding what happened in the past to help navigate positive future 
together.”- Suzanne Viscomi 
 

Viscomi has proven her dedication to transparency for the residents of Red Bank by introducing 
video recordings to borough meetings. For over a decade she has recorded live and shared 
hundreds of council, zoning board, planning board, and other community event meetings. She is 
dedicated to continuing her efforts in Red Bank by promising her role on the council would be as 
a watchdog for the residents. As a watchdog, Viscomi will champion planning that includes 
enforcement, timelines, and sensible budgeting.  

Please join her grassroots effort, a community-focused campaign to encourage all residents be 
heard. 
 

About Suzanne Viscomi. 

A 20+ year resident of Red Bank, Viscomi currently residing on the Westside. Viscomi has 
spent years dedicated to the residents of Red Bank, through elected and appointed positions. 
As an independent candidate, not running on a slate or in a group, Viscomi stands for the 
residents. To learn more about Suzanne Viscomi, check out YouTube: S Viscomi and 
Facebook: Suzanne Viscomi.  
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